John Nebelʼs “arf & arf”

by John Gremmer

August is time for the Ephoron leukons on our local streams. They appear during the
last hours of the day. First,
you see one, then two, four,
then a blizzard. The hatch
brings the fish out and up.
My friend, artist, and guide
John Nebel looks forward to
this hatch every year. He has
developed a highly successful
series of forms of a fly he calls
“arf & arf”(you know, half and
half). Does he mean half
nymph and half dun or does
he mean half dark and half
light? It doesnʼt matter, both
apply---and the fly works.

Ephoron leukon

Those of you who know John, know he does things in
a unique way, he definitely belongs to the impressionistic order of fly tiers. Exact
materials and preciseness of tie are not of first order to John---itʼs the look he wants.
He looks at his flies through fish eyes. He has fun with his tying!

John Nebelʼs Outfitting Shop
"

Nebel at his tying desk.

Recently I visited John Nebelʼs Stream Dreams Outfitters Shop and coaxed him into
posing for a few pictures and tying up a few Ephoron imitations. Below is an article
John wrote for the FVTU newsletter on Ephorons. Below are the instructions for
tying the “arf & arf”.
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This is what a handful of Ephorons looks like.

Tying the “arf & arf”: John Nebelʼs Ephoron
leukon imitation.
Hook: Daiichi 1710 or 1720, size 14
Thread: 6/0, pale color
Head: bead(brass or glass),(size is determined
by how far down you want to fish it)
Shuck/tail: poly or antron, barbs(barred and
dark fringed woodduck, mallard, grouse,
etc.)
Abdomen: dark poly, marabou, fur or stuff
from bench.
Thorax: white poly, fur, or fuzz.
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Wing: This is optional. White poly or hackle
material

Tying the “arf & arf”:

1. Put on the bead head. Bulk up
area between bead and eye if
needed.

2. Tie in trailing busted shuck/tail
material.
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3. Fold shuck/tail material from front
to back and clip it short.

4. Tie in the abdomen with materials
that are rough and dark. See recipe.

5. Tie in the thorax with white poly,
fuzz, or fur. Remember this fly is
based on “representational
impressionism”.
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6. Tie in a stub wing(optional) behind
the bead.

7. The finished “arf & arf”. John says,
“As you catch a few fish, you will find
the best way to tie this fly. Be
creative with your material selection
and procedures”.

John Nebel tying up an “arf & arf”.
Thanks John for taking time to share
this fly.
John Gremmer
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